Statistical Estimation for
Group Testing Network
Across Nations
The solution contributes to fighting the
pandemic by significantly reducing the
queues for PCR and Quick testing at testcenters by increasing test-capacity. It
reduces sources of contamination as the
queues become shorter if our method is
used. The solution also saves labour force
in the laboratory and reduces the money
spent.

CONTACT

#2 INNOVATIVE DIAGNOSTICS

SEGTNAN

Eivind Segtnan / Synaptic ApS
+45 30 448 498
eivind@segtnan.io
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Coach Assistant via Projected
and Conversational Interface
to support the ﬁght against
COVID-19 pandemic
CAPTAIN-X offers a new, intuitive and
easy way for remote care and monitoring,
introducing a new hardware device that uses
projections and voice interaction. CAPTAIN-X
reduces the mental burden of remembering
to monitor the patients’ symptoms as it
tracks adherence to monitoring and helps
motivate the user through a coaching and
rewarding system. The solution is tested in
Greece.

CONTACT

#4 REMOTE CARE

CAPTAIN-X

Evdokimos konstantinidis / Captain Coach
+306973305242
vdokimosk@gmail.com
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Laboratory Optimizer for
Mass Testing
LOMT optimizes the mass PCR testing for SARS-CoV-2
and allows laboratories to increase capacity by up to
10 times and reduce testing cost, time and manual
labor. The solution is validated in Italy with the clinical
partner Humanitas Research Hospital during the
COVID-X program. In the worst-case testing scenario,
LOMT reduced the number of PCR assays by 47% and
manual labor by 29% on average in the full period from
March 2020 to March 2021.
LOMT can be used in healthcare for COVID-19
diagnostics and treatment and for infection control to
prevent the spread of infection in healthcare facilities.
It also can be used for general population screening in
contact tracing in workplaces and schools.

CONTACT

#2 INNOVATIVE DIAGNOSTICS

LOMT

Kirill Vechera / Jetware SRL
+39 351 802 66 46
lomtservice@gmail.com
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AI-powered diagnostic decision support
system screening patients for COVID-19
and assisting general practitioners
to triage patients depending on their
differential diagnoses
COVID-19 TRIAGE has analysed feedback from over
10,000 chatbot sessions with subsequent PCR
testing. The algorithms could successfully predict
COVID-19 positivity with an Area Under the Curve
(AUC) of 0.74. Symptoma GmbH established fruitful
business collaborations in USA with a clinical process
support system for comprehensive care in Baltimore,
Maryland. Hundreds of patients in Italy answered
targeted questions in their native language before
seeing their doctor. In total, 50% of patients were
highly satisfied with their chatbot sessions.

CONTACT

#1 EARLY DETECTION

COVID-19 TRIAGE

Simon Lin / Symptoma GmbH
+43 662 458 206
lin@symptoma.com
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Covid Armour: Large Scale Covid Risk
Assessment Tool
Immyounity is a 5-week diet, lifestyle and
supplement based Gastrointestinal (GI) Health
improvement program that leads to stronger
immunity and natural resistance against pathogens
including Covid-19. Studies show (as of Dec
2021) that other than the variant and vaccination
status, multiple immune-inhibitor health factors
contribute to Covid progression in an individual
(age, BMI, history of arrythmia, osteoporosis, latent
and visible diabetes) leading to hospitalization,
ventilation, and mortality. Immyounity addresses
the prognosis aspects (Personalized & Remote
Care) for the treatment of mild/asymptomatic
conditions and prevention of acute debilitation and
hospitalization. It is also a tool for Recovery.

CONTACT

#1 EARLY DETECTION

IMMYOUNITY

Romit Choudhury / Softbrik
+352 691198399
rc@softbrik.com
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COVid19 software able to
Analyse Risk Trajectory
Bio Logbook harnesses the power of big data to
provide healthcare professionals and researchers
with data-driven monitoring, detection, and
prediction of early biological dysfunctions. We
provide dynamic and personalized monitoring
of laboratory test results to highlight early risk
markers and suggest further tests. COV-ART
technology is based on a patented statistical
method which delivers interpretable information.
To give patients personalized and adapted care,
Bio Logbook has developed multiparameter
algorithms to predict death at the hospital, ICU
admission, and needs for mechanical ventilation
and transfusion.

CONTACT

#3 PERSONALIZED CARE

COV-ART

Arnaud LECLEVE / Bio Logbook
+33 649252240
arnaud.lecleve@biologbook.fr
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Data Driven post COVID-19
Rehabilitation
DDRehab is a tool to fight Post COVID-19 conditions.
Common symptoms include fatigue, shortness
of breath, and cognitive dysfunction having an
impact on everyday functioning. Symptoms may be
new onset following initial recovery from an acute
COVID-19 episode or persist from the initial illness”.
These post-COVID conditions may also be known as
long COVID, long-haul COVID, post-acute COVID-19,
long-term effects of COVID, or chronic COVID.

CONTACT

#6 RECOVERY

DDRehab

Maria Bulgheroni / Ab.Acus srl
+39 028 969 39 79
mariabulgheroni@ab-acus.com
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KAMU Digital Biomarker
Based Covid-19 Recovery
Screener
KCOVRI solution is based on existing, widely
clinically accepted measurement types and can
be deployed without any integration to existing
systems. It enables healthcare providers to
quickly deploy a system to remotely collect
and monitor various key indicators based on
measurements performed by the patient at home.
These include key vitals such as pulse oximetry
and spirometry as well as medication use,
physical activity tracking and symptom grading
by the patient enabling healthcare providers to
quickly detect any trend changes in the values.

CONTACT

OPEN CHALLENGE

KCOVRI

Seppo Salorinne / KAMU Health Ltd
seppo@kamuhealth.com
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Rapid and intelligent exclusion of
COVID-19 using Gaston scholar
(Self-Calibration of HOspital data for
Learning Algorithms and clinical Rules)
Based on the results of ten frequently requested
laboratory tests and age, the algorithm predicts
COVID-19 risk in patients admitted to the emergency
department. However, any predicted risk for COVID-19
should be considered relative to the prevalence of
COVID-19 at that time and location.
The screening for biomarkers by Gaston scholar does
not fully replace a PCR test, but is an additional tool
for quick initial Covid-19 screening with an accuracy of
almost a hundred per cent (NPV 99,6%) in the absence
of the characteristics in the blood, making it extremely
suitable for application in the emergency room.

CONTACT

#2 INNOVATIVE DIAGNOSTICS

Gaston scholar

Paul de Clercq / Gaston Medical
pdeclercq@gastonmedical.nl
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Covid@home
Well@Home is the tele-monitoring system of
BeWell that is already used by over 1.5M patients.
It contributes in swift monitoring of patients with
COVID-19 symptoms, lowering the workload in
the hospital. Many patients outside the COVID-X
project have been using the solution that is even
reimbursed in Belgium.

CONTACT

#4 REMOTE CARE

Covid@home

Joris Wille / BeWell Innovations
+32 479 99 04 31
joris.wille@bewellinnovations.com
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Management and Assessment of
coviD for Chronic diseAse Patients
MADCAP delivers a digital solution combining
the following features: aggregation, fusion and
normalization of clinical and contextual data, such as
individual patient’s lifestyle and open data from the
territory where the patient lives; highly personalised
and contextualised care plans can be created by
a doctor to support individual patients outside of
the hospital; define what types of data to collect,
including how and when the data is to be collected;
enabling a patient to stay compliant and engage
with their care plan; and enabling the study of new
therapeutic interventions to prevent, reverse and
treat COVID-19 infections in CVD patients, building on
the MADCAP project solutions.

CONTACT

#4 REMOTE CARE

MADCAP

Alessio Gugliotta / Avatr srl
+39 3281004847
admin@avatr-srl.it
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Clinical Health Management of
COVID-19 Hospitalized Patients
based on a Trajectory Model
The solution goes beyond understanding COVID-19
and treating it. It intends to provide a solution that
can be widely used across most hospitals and in most
healthcare systems in the EU, to create a maximum
impact on a maximum number of people.
It provides useful, interpretable information to the
clinicians from the data extracted in their centre. The
solution is a support tool for clinicians that can work
with a minimum of data but that is open to using other
data if accessible. It warns regular clinicians of risks
in their interaction with patients and supports their
decision making. The tool can be used to understand
the context of specific patients and their most
probable progression. It also supports population-wide
analysis and evaluation of management problems,
including considerations of cost-benefit trade-offs.

CONTACT

#3 PERSONALIZED CARE

TRAJECT

Ricard Gavaldà / Amalﬁ Analytics
+34 665321426
ricard@amalﬁanalytics.com
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Personalized Care and Remote
Support for Patients and Healthcare
Workers at Covid-19 Risk
Healthentia Care4COVID helps Hospitals and other
healthcare organizations to improve their COVID-19
resilience and response by managing COVID-19
related symptoms of patients and health workers
from remote and providing targeted support and
care guidelines to them.

CONTACT

#4 REMOTE CARE

Healthentia
Care4COVID

Sofoklis Kyriazakos / Innovation Sprint Sprl
+32 477 29 13 79
skyriazakos@innovationsprint.eu
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AVIATE
Exploiting edge computing and advanced digital
signal processing techniques, Vidavo designed a
Clinical Decision Support Wearable medical device
- EMMA - to assist ER personnel more effectively
triage incoming patients to the ERs by early
notifying of any health deterioration. EMMA is a
useful AI medical tool that:
a. Monitors patients’ vital signs and indoor
position
b. Detects health deterioration and assigns
priorities
c. Offers probabilistic insights beyond medical
data, focusing on hospital resources
management.

CONTACT

OPEN CHALLENGE

vidAVo fIghts At The Edge

Alexis Fourlis / Vidavo S.A.
+306978098965
afourlis@vidavo.eu
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C@H
COVID@HOME is a great tool for healthcare centers
to reduce the saturation observed at hospitals
caused by patients that could have been monitored
at home. At the same time, it combats the overall
spread of the virus caused by overcrowding. At the
same time, our solution provides patients with a
safer way to recover, while their potential remaining
symptoms can be monitored daily, reducing the need
for healthcare personnel home visits. C@H assists
in restraining COVID-19 by eliminating unnecessary
and possibly damaging trips to healthcare centers
(further health deterioration of the patient’s health,
higher risk of spreading the virus), contributes to
COVID-19 research, by systematic data collection
and uploading to Sandbox.

CONTACT

#4 REMOTE CARE

COVID@HOME

Xenia Varveri / Business and Bytes, Ltd.
+306949355540
xvarveri@bandb.gr
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#1 EARLY DETECTION

AIDE-X
Artiﬁcial Intelligence for
Early Detection of Lungs
Diseases from chest RX
Images
Solves the early detection of lung diseases by
means of an Artificial Intelligence-based interactive
system that enables to reliably detection and
classify COVID-19, as well as different types of
pneumonia, from chest RX images.
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COVID-19 Mortality Risk
Prediction Using Deep
Learning
Builds a prediction model based on Machine Learning
(ML), and in particular Deep Learning, techniques to
forecast the mortality risk of a particular patient
given X-ray images or CT scans, tabular data, and
other possible sources of information.

CONTACT

#3 PERSONAL CARE

COVID MRP

Jesús Prada / SIGESA
+34 675916039
jprada@sigesa.com
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Remote Care, Monitoring
and Support of 3 patient
cohorts for Symptoms,
QoL and Impact
A virtual interactive, and secure remote monitoring
and care system of COVID19 patients. For COVID-19
patients to self-manage care. For healthcare
professionals to keep patients away from the
hospital and to improve their quality of life, both in
“short” and “long” COVID-19 situations.

CONTACT

#4 REMOTE CARE

RECAMOS3

Thanos Kosmidis / CareAcross
+44 7751981523
thanos.kosmidis@careacross.com
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COVID-19 Preparedness
Platform
Provides all necessary information to evaluate the
risk for each location and population group based on
the analysis of mobility patterns and occurrence of
new variants. Combining both data in a single and
scalable digital tool, it helps authorities to take
early measures on the advance of new variants.

CONTACT

#1 EARLY DETECTION

PREPARE

Jose Maria Sunico / Kido Dynamics
+34 639 31 49 26
jmsunico@kidodynamics.com
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Data-Driven COVID-19
Patient Prognosis Using The
Inﬂammatory Biomarker
Supar To Guide Early
Triaging And Treatment
Through a better prognosis, the solution directly
addresses overburdened healthcare systems and
lack of effective treatments for high-risk patients
caused by the COVID-19 pandemic.

CONTACT

#3 PERSONALIZED CARE

suPARcharge

Mark da Silva / ViroGates A/S
+4561635600
mds@virogates.com
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Remote Automatic Diagnosis
and Follow-Up of COVID-19
for Chronic Skin Disease
Patients
Targets chronic skin disease patients diagnosed
with COVID-19 and patients with cutaneous
manifestations of COVID-19, aiming to support
their remote care.

CONTACT

#4 REMOTE CARE

Legit.Health COVID-1

Andy Aguilar / Legit.Health
+34 625742302
andy@legit.health
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COVID-19 Rehabilitation
Guided Through Computer
Vision
Offers a home based rehabilitation solution, which
does not need the actual presence of a doctor or
physical therapist. It enhances the treatment
process of COVID-19 patients while helping to
empty hospitals and rehabilitation clinics.

CONTACT

#4 REMOTE CARE

TRAK COVID-19

Jon Vital / Trak Health Solutions SL
+34 646 945 568
jon@trak.es
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Telemonitoring & Track
Immunity on Covid-19
Telemonitors the evolution of the degree of
immunity conferred by the SARS-CoV-2 vaccine in
the population and its evolution over time.

CONTACT

#4 REMOTE CARE

2TI COVID-19

Jose Paulo Carvalho / Hope Care SA
+351937901278
jose.carvalho@hope-care.pt
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Voice Analysis for
Diseases Identiﬁcation
It identifies diseases by combining sound analysis
and Artificial intelligence, and it detects vocal
biomarkers of COVID-19 from the sound of the
cough, breath and speech.

CONTACT

#1 EARLY DETECTION

VADI

Arianna Arienzo / Voicemed S.à.r.l.
+39 389 058 8235
contact@voicemed.io
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Intelligent Pervasive
Monitoring of COVID-19
Patients using IoT and Cloud
Facilitates remote, automated and continuous
monitoring, and coaching of patients suffering
from COVID-19 symptoms and post-COVID
syndrome.

CONTACT

#4 REMOTE CARE

i-COVID

Christos Panagopoulos / BioAssist
+302615008000
cpan@bioassist.gr
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Accurate Radiological
Tracking for COVID-19
Induced Brain Harm
Based on a cloud-based computing platform for
the post- processing of medical images of the
brain, the solution provides secure access to a
set of advanced image processing algorithms for
quantification of brain abnormalities, allowing for
both visual identifications of clinical features and
precise biomarkers extraction.

CONTACT

#5 HEALTHCARE CONTINUITY

ART-COVID

Daniel Fernandez / Qubiotech Health
Intelligence S.L.
+34 616 928 661
daniel@qubiotech.com
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Post-Acute Covid Recovery
Monitoring & Optimization
Detects and prioritizes resources on patients
at high risk of experiencing long-COVID postdischarge. It monitors and supports these patients
remotely with the appropriate health interventions.
And it helps to better understand how to prevent
and treat the long-term effects of COVID-19.

CONTACT

#6 RECOVERY

PAC Rehab

Kostas Saridakis / Colloborate Health Cloud
+306972291338
kostas@collaborate247.com
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Objective Measurements
Monitoring of Long COVID-19
Recovery
Provides remote monitoring of patients’ condition,
performing daily respiratory measurements at
home, to understand the impact on their lung
function quality of life.

CONTACT

#6 RECOVERY

OMMLOCO

Graeham Douglas / Arete Medical
+441223800451
gdouglas@aretemedtech.com
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Artiﬁcial Intelligence for
personalizeD recovery
support of long covid
pAtients
Supports COVID-19 survivors affected by fatigue
and mental health symptoms of anxiety and
depression. It aims at supporting self-management,
including the promotion of mental health resilience
and physical activity, while providing PatientGenerated Data and PROs to clinicians involved in
the care of those patients.

CONTACT

#6 RECOVERY

AIDA

Luis Fernández / Adhera Health
+34 656 93 09 01
luis@adherahealth.com
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Ireland

F6S has become the largest Startup/
SME community globally with over
1.5 million Startups/SMEs and 2.0
million entrepreneurs. F6S delivers
more than €2 billion yearly to Startups
and SMEs with leading CRM for deal
ﬂow, corporate challenges, structured
programs, startup services, corporate
partnering, recruiting, government
grants and free startup resources.

Role in
the project

PARTNER

F6S

COVID-X Coordinator & Open Call Manager
Project coordinator, design, implementation and
management of two open calls, scouting and
recruiting of tech start-ups/SMEs, community
building and outreach support.
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Spain

AUSTRALO is a marketing agency
specializing in growth hacking for research
and innovation. Our mission is tied up to the
3-Cs rule: CAPTURE + CREATE + CAPITALIZE
on the potential of Science and Deep Tech to
thrive in the Lab-to-Market gap.
We work closely with leading partners in the
high-tech industry, entrepreneurship hubs,
academia, digital transformation, Green Deal
and healthcare, advocating for a trustworthy,
fair and sustainable data-driven economy.

Role in
the project

PARTNER

AUSTRALO

Communications Manager
Leader of the the Communication Strategy;
responsible for designing and operating the
website and social media channels, awareness
campaigns for the open calls and support to the
beneficiaries, and the overall narrative around the
impact of AI in the fight against COVID-19.
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Lithuania

Civitta is a leading management
consultancy in emerging Europe. The
company was established by an ex
McKinsey partner in 2010 and has grown
to an international strategy consultancy
with 300+ professionals and 21 offices
in 13 Central and Eastern Europe (CEE)
countries. Civitta consultants support
companies interested in and operating
in over 40 countries in Europe, Asia, and
the Americas, resulting in more than
10 000 completed projects.

Role in
the project

PARTNER

CIVITTA

Go-to-market acceleration manager
Business support, mentoring to innovative
healthcare sector SME and start-ups that
participated in the open calls.
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PARTNER
Role in
the project

Bosonit
Spain

Bosonit is a Spanish company established
in Logroño, La Rioja, in May 2015. Originally
founded by senior data analytics consultants, it
was born to become the biggest data-analytics
software company in Europe. BOSONIT
specialises in data analytics and visualization,
using big data and machine learning techniques.
BOSONIT works under the near-shore paradigm,
offering clients the best solution for their
business no matter where they are located.
BOSONIT provides continuous advisory during
the project development, assuring efficiency and
efficacy in the delivery.
Acceleration manager
Developed a specific-training approach on the usage of
advanced data analytics tools like Front-End, Big Data,
.Net, Talend, Tableau, Qlik, Microsoft BI, MDD, Java o Data
Management, combined with the existence of a set of inhouse and outside mentors specialised in a range of areas
which might be relevant for the startups of the programme
from a technical point of view. They also manage a set of
fireside talks to raise inspiration among the network of
experts from the consortium.
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Role in
the project

PARTNER

Netcompany-Intrasoft
Luxembourg

Netcompany-Intrasoft is a leading European
IT Solutions and Services Group with strong
international presence and expertise, offering
innovative and added-value solutions of the
highest quality to a wide range of international
and national public and private organizations.
As of November 2021, Netcompany-Intrasoft
became a member of the Netcompany Group, a
Denmark-located IT company founded in 2000.
Netcompany is the fastest growing and most
successful IT services company in the Nordics,
owning vast technology experience and deep
industry-speciﬁc knowledge, creating innovative
solutions tailored to meet business goals.

Leader of Sandbox development
Design and development of heterogeneous data integration,
harmonization & management; data visualization services,
and COVID-X Sandbox design and integration. Provider of
the infrastructure to host the CI/CD tools, operational
releases of the Sandbox, and the third-party solutions on a
cloud-based infrastructure for COVID-X.
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Cyprus

Eight Bells is an independent high technology
company providing innovative solutions,
based in Nicosia, Cyprus and Athens, Greece.
We specialize in selected parts of Information
and Communication Technologies (ICT) in the
ﬁelds of eHealth, Cybersecurity, Security,
Telecommunications and Environmental
Protection, with disruptive IT solutions.
Our technical capabilities include Systems
& Networks Engineering, Cloud Computing,
Privacy, Security & Data Protection and Software
development.
Our solutions and products are designed
according to the following principles: High quality
– High Efficiency – Low Power – Low Cost.
Our values and policies combine Quality,
Corporate Social Responsibility, Security, Ethics
and Environmental Protection.
Role in
the project

PARTNER

Eight Bells

Technical Partner
Sandbox design and security, and support to
third-party SMEs, particularly on data ingestion
pipelines.
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Spain

It is the former and largest of the
Spanish Technical Universities. UPM
currently gathers more than 3000
faculty members, around 38.000
undergraduate students, and around
6.000 postgraduate students, covering
mostly Engineering disciplines. The
institution holds a strong commitment to
R&D and Innovation initiatives, bringing
more than 200 Research Units and
several Research Institutes, as well as
Technological Centres.
Role in
the project

PARTNER

Universidad Politécnica
de Madrid

Technical Partner
Design and population of the Sandbox data lake,
APIs to permit third data aggregators; leading
technical support to the integration of startups.
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Italy

Humanitas Research Hospital (ICH)
is a specialized hospital and research
center, house of Humanitas University,
an international university which
is completely devoted to medical
science. It hosts specialized centers
for the treatment of cancer as well
as cardiovascular, neurological and
orthopaedic diseases. It’s also home to
an Ophthalmology Center, a Fertility
Center and a highly specialized
Hematological unit.
Role in
the project

PARTNER

Humanitas Research
Hospital

Clinical Partner
Leader of the clinical validation framework for
the acceleration programme; clinical partner
of three solutions, developing predictive and
decision-support systems based on data-driven
models to optimize clinical processes and
improve the quality of patient care.
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The organisation Servicio Madrileño de
Salud (SERMAS) is the administrative and
management structure that integrates every
public hospital and every public health service
of the Madrid Regional Health System.
SERMAS, in HORIZON 2020, is the legal
representative (beneﬁciary) of every public
hospital in the Madrid Regional Health System.
Usually, SERMAS delegates authority to
the Hospital’s General Director to manage
the research project favourably evaluated
by the Commission. In this project, SERMAS
(beneﬁciary) is the legal representative of
the Hospital Clínico San Carlos, and delegates
authority to the Hospital’s General Director to
manage research projects.
Role in
the project

PARTNER

Servicio Madrileño
de Salud Spain

Clinical partner
Leader of work on data protection, ethics and
regulation; clinical partner in one solution as
data provider regarding patients attended at the
Hospital Clínico San Carlos, both the emergency
department and hospitalized.
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Sweden

Karolinska Institutet (KI) is one of the
world’s leading medical universities. Its
mission is to contribute to improving
human health through research and
education. KI accounts for over 40 per
cent of the medical academic research
conducted in Sweden and offers the
country’s broadest range of education in
medicine and health sciences. Since 1901
the Nobel Assembly at KI has selected
the Nobel laureates in Physiology or
Medicine.

Role in
the project

PARTNER

Karolinska
Institute

Clinical Partner
Clinical partner in two solutions, providing
expertise in data modelling for healthcare
solutions.
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SANDBOX
How to understand the
Sandbox without having
technical knowledge
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ANONYMIZATION
The COVID-X Consortium has
published the Anonymization
Guide that is a part of
the key ethical questions
related to the data solutions
deployment.
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DATA MODEL
COVID-X Data Model
For Uniﬁed Data Access,
Management and Federated
Learning Services
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POLICY
RECOMMENDATIONS
FOR THE
HEALTHCARE
SECTOR
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